
 

3rd Annual Louisiana Colors for a Cause Pageant	 
Saturday August 20th, 2022 

 
LOCATION: 6719 Hwy 12, Ragley, LA 70659      

$65.00 Entry Fee (includes Photogenic)  $5.00 Admission for EVERYONE except contestants 
(Visiting Queens- free with banner)  

Proceeds go to Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana Family Assistance & Cancer 
Awareness Programs 

Deadline for online pre-registration is Thursday August 18th at NOON! 
Registrations will be accepted at the door with a $5 late fee! 

Baby Miss/Mr. (0-11 months)   no makeup     Sunday Best   
Toddler Miss/Mr. (12-23 months)   no makeup     Sunday Best   
Tiny Miss/Mr. (2-3 Years)   no makeup     Sunday Best  
Petite Miss/Mr. (4-5 Years)    age appropriate   Sunday Best  
Little Miss/Mr. (6-8 Years)    age appropriate    Sunday Best  

Registration for above divisions:  8:00 A.M. – 9:00 A.M.   Competition begins @10:00 A.M. 
 
Deb Miss (9-11 Years)     age appropriate    Long Formal, fun fashion, interview 
Jr.  Miss (12-14 years)                  age appropriate   Long Formal, fun fashion, interview 
Teen Miss (15-16years)    age appropriate  Long Formal, fun fashion, interview 
Miss (17-23 years)     age appropriate   Long Formal, fun fashion, interview 
Ms. (21-up/married, divorced or single mom)  age appropriate   Long Formal, fun fashion, interview   

 
Registration for above divisions may register that morning or 12:00 noon until 1:00 P.M.   
Interviews will begin @ 1:00 P.M., Competition will begin at 4:00 PM for divisions above 

***Deb Miss through Ms. Divisions will compete in 3 phases of competition. Interview, fun fashion, and 
formal wear. ALL contestants are required to bring a silent auction item of their choosing, see attached page 

labeled “silent auction” for more details!! 
See attached paper for score breakdowns, judging style, and division requirements/restrictions.  

***Highest donation received will be crowned as Ambassador Miss or Mr. Louisiana Colors for a Cause, and 
will receive a crown with a monogrammed banner.*** all donations are tax deductible. Please see attached 
paper for info. Two Ambassador titles will be crowned, one for the baby-little divisions and one for the Deb-
Ms. divisions.   

Little boy divisions may be combined due to the number of contestants. 
All score sheets will be given the day of the pageant and all judges' decisions are final! 

We ask that you compete for the cause, not the crown. This is an awesome organization where funds stay in Louisiana to 
assist families with their expenses while they are battling cancer. All work through CFAC-LA is on a volunteer basis and 
through your donations this is a positive way to keep your money in the State of Louisiana. All queens are asked to be 
involved with our organization and events as much as possible. All crowned royalty will be required to sign a rules and 
regulations agreement, however this will be an open title and considered “NON CONTRACTUAL”, so you will still be 
allowed to compete for other titles! However the majority of our passed queens whether holding other titles or not 
have made wonderful efforts to be involved in our organization and events as we hope you will too! 

Contact Information: Alyx Jarrell, Pageant Director @ 337-396-0339 
EMAIL ALL FORMS COMPLETED AND SIGNED BY AUGUST 16TH  
        TO: lacolorsforacausepageant@gmail.com 



3rd Annual Louisiana Colors for a Cause Pageant  
 
Contestant #:_____   Division: __________________    
Please type or print neatly (you may retype this however you wish as long as you do not alter any 
information) 
 
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________  
Age: ___________ Birth date: _________________ Hair:__________________ Eyes:__________________  
Parents: ______________________________________________________________________  
Mailing Address: _____________________________City:____________________State:____Zip:________  
Home Phone #:________________________________ Cell 
Phone#:_________________________________  
Email 
Address_____________________________________________________________________________  
School: __________________________________________________________Grade: __________________  
Favorite Food: ______________________________________________Favorite Color: ________________  
Ambition: ________________________________________________________________________________  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Hobbies: _________________________________________________________________________________  
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Awards won: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Proudest moment:_________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Three things my friends/ family would say about me: ___________________________________________ 
  
I would like to be crowned Miss Louisiana Colors for a Cause because…:___________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Sponsored By: ____________________________________________________________________________  
 

If needed, mail entry forms and payment to: Alyx Jarrell PO box 118 Rosepine, la 70659 
No Checks! Money Orders Only made payable to: Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana              NO REFUNDS 

 
I agree that the Pageant Committee or Colors for a Cause Louisiana (CFAC-LA) will not be held responsible for any items lost or stolen, nor injuries 
sustained during the pageant, or any functions attended to represent CFAC-LA.  I also agree to abide by the rules set forth by the pageant committee. 
Any unsportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated and you will be asked to leave without a refund. I also give the pageant committee permission to 
use any photos taken of me for publishing on their website and /or for promotional and advertising purposes. I also acknowledge that, if crowned 

King/Queen, I will be a representative of the CFAC-LA organization and Miss Louisiana Colors for a Cause and agree to represent this title, 
and if at any time my behavior and/or appearance is unbecoming to my title I will be required to relinquish the title, crown and banner to 
the director in the condition I received it. I have read ALL of the rules, regulations and general information and the information on this 

entry form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. This is not a fully contracted title. 
 
_____________________________________________________   ______________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Contestant   Date    Signature of Parent (if participant is under 18)  Date 



 
Rules, Regulations and General Information 

• Score sheets will not be posted. You may choose to have your score sheets emailed to you within 2 weeks after the pageant for a $10 fee.  
• Modeling will be basic “T” formation with 1 "X" in back and 3 “X’s” in front of judges for all Sunday best and long formal competition.  
• Fun fashion modeling is for Deb Miss through Ms. Divisions ONLY and will be runway style with one “X” in the back and one “X” in the 

front. Contestant must stop at the back “X” first, then make a stop at the front “X”, then one last stop at the back “X” before exiting. 
Contestant may do a turn/ Spin/ Brief pause in the middle of the runway/ “X’s” if they wish. Personality and having a fun/ sassy attitude is 
key for this portion. No specific rules or styles of modeling needed, just bring your personality and HAVE FUN!  

• Hair and make-up must be age appropriate. Dress code must be adhered to.  
• Dress code for Infant Miss/Mr. through Little Miss/Mr. is Sunday best attire. Outfit, hair, and makeup must be age appropriate. Sunday 

best DOES NOT have to be smock attire and judges will be informed of this. We want to see a beautiful dress/ outfit that compliments 
the child wearing it. Any style/ color is welcomed. Glitz style cupcake dresses are not allowed. Child will be judged on overall appearance, 
beauty, and personality.  

• Dress code for Deb Miss through Ms. Fun fashion portion is a fun, fashion forward outfit that compliments your personality and style. This 
can be any type of outfit or style that you like. We suggest a fun, casual outfit from your closet that shows off your personality and style! 
Long formals or glitzy cocktail formals are not allowed for this portion. Any style of shoes are allowed as long as contestant can walk in 
them and they are age appropriate. Contestant will be judged on overall appearance, personality, style, and modeling. No specific rules or 
styles of modeling needed, just bring your personality and HAVE FUN! 

• Dress code for Deb Miss through Miss interview portion is fashion forward business attire. This can be a dress, pantsuit, or anything you 
would wear to a job interview or pubic speaking event. This must be age appropriate and color/ fit must be flattering to the contestant. No 
jeans allowed. Festival style suits are not recommended. Panty hose are not required, contestants may wear them if they wish. Any shoes 
are allowed as long as they are age appropriate/ outfit complimenting.  If you were to go to a public speaking event, banquet, or meeting 
representing Colors for a Cause, what would you wear?  Contestant will be judged on overall appearance, communication skills, 
personality, and knowledge of themselves. All questions will be based on contestants' bio or basic ‘you” questions that will involve 
knowledge of themselves or age related topics.  

• Dress code for Deb Miss through Ms. formal wear portion is any age appropriate long formal gown. Color/ cut must be flattering to the 
contestant. This gown can be any style and there are no restrictions on how glitzy the dress can be. It can be as little or much as you’d like. 
Shoes are encouraged to be nude or clear. Contestant will be judged on overall appearance, modeling, poise, and beauty.  

• All crowned royalty are encouraged but not required to attend our CFAC events scheduled for the remainder of the 2022-2023 
year. This includes, auctions, bingos, color runs, Christmas parties, and other events, We love to have fun for our cause and want 
you to join us! Dates for events will be given as info is provided by the organization to the public. We want our girls and boys to 
compete for the CAUSE, not to just win a crown and never see you again. We would really like for our royalty to be involved in all of our 
events when possible.  

• Deb Miss- Ms. divisions will be required to list all of their social media platforms that they may have and accept a friend request from me, 
Alyx Jarrell, to be reviewed prior to the pageant. This is to ensure all social media is “clean” from profanity, rude posts or comments. 
comments or posts that suggest bullying in any way, inappropriate photos or posts, etc. This includes Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Snapchat, TikTok, etc. We are looking for good role models, and as a nonprofit based around children, we ask that you maintain a healthy 
and clean social media. If Colors for a Cause Royalty breaks this rule at any time during her reign, she must forfeit her title and all prizes 
upon the discretion of the board of directors and this will be reviewed on a case by case basis.  

• Bad sportsmanship or disrespect to pageant participants, judges or pageant coordinators will not be tolerated; if bad 
sportsmanship or disrespect is displayed, you will be disqualified and asked to leave without a refund.  

• No age grace period or bumping up to the next age group; you must compete at the age you are on the day of the pageant. If contestant’s 
age is questioned, the parent must provide a copy of birth certificate to prove the birth date.  

• If any information on application is false, contestant will be required to forfeit any prizes/ titles won to pageant committee and will be 
banned from future Miss Louisiana Colors for a Cause pageants.  

• Miss or younger contestants must not be engaged, married or have been married, pregnant or have been pregnant, at the time of the 
competition or throughout their reign should they be crowned, or they will not be eligible to compete/ must forfeit their title and all prizes. 

• Colors for a Cause Royalty agree to be properly dressed, groomed and behaved at all times during her reign when in public and on 
any social media with OR without crown and banner on.  Colors for a Cause Royalty must abide by the conditions of this 
agreement with Colors for a Cause Louisiana or she will forfeit her title and all prizes to the Pageant Committee. Absolutely no 
profanity or alcoholic beverage consumption on social media OR in public will be tolerated. Any above, or inappropriate or 
questionable behavior will result in a relinquishment of titles. 

• No refunds will be given at any point for any reason unless the pageant event is cancelled or postponed, in which case we will refund the 
money to you or transfer the entry fee to the new date upon request.  

• We have approved hair and makeup artists available for you  backstage by appointment only, these are the only people for these services to 
be allowed backstage. Each contestant is allowed only ONE person backstage with them at ALL times due to social distancing guidelines 
and space. Failure to uphold this rule can result in disqualification of contestant. If you need hair and makeup information contact the 
director. 

• ALL CONTESTANTS ARE REQUIRED TO BRING A SILENT AUCTION ITEM OF THEIR CHOOSING, see attached page 
labeled “Silent Auction” for details!! 

I understand all above rules and regulations above and by signing this document I agree to all of the above as a contestant and potential Colors for a Cause 
Royalty, I understand that should I be crowned, I will have to sign a contract for the term of one year starting on August 21, 2021 agreeing to these rules and I will 
do so and abide by them should I be crowned. This title does not restrict you from competing in other pageants, however they must not interfere with your 
representation or the above rules. 

 
Guardian signature_______________________   Date__________           Contestant signature_______________________     date_______ 



 
ABOUT US AND OUR CAUSE 

We were founded in 2011 as a way to honor 10 year old Brennan Daigle from Westlake, Louisiana 
whose battle with cancer created an army of supporters worldwide. Recognizing that there were a 
multitude of organizations supporting people battling the many different forms of cancer, it was 
decided that there was a need for an organization that would work to help anyone, with any form of 
cancer, within Louisiana. 
By not limiting ourselves to focusing on raising awareness of just one form of cancer, we freed 
ourselves to take on any challenge sent our way. What started out as a challenge to build a little boy 
that loved the US military a custom truck has grown into an organization that knows no borders, no 
boundaries, and no limits. 
By utilizing the equipment used by our country’s Fire, Police, Military, and EMS personnel, we hope 
to remind people that even heroes have heroes. Our heroes are the people that fight hard every day 
against cancer. They fight a battle that is long and hard and not fought fairly by their enemy. Our 
heroes are winning that battle, and we’re there to help them do it, any way we can.  
The spirit and strength of our founder, Brennan Daigle, lives on in everything we do, every project we 
complete, and every challenge we undertake. Brennan’s legacy will live on through Colors for a Cause 
as we strive to increase awareness of the need for more research, funding, and knowledge about all the 
forms of cancer that affect our communities.  

 

Our Founder,  
Brennan Daigle 

2/28/01 – 5/5/2011 
Philippians 4:13 

“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me” 
Visit “Brennan’s Brigade” page on Facebook to learn more about our founder. 

Visit colorsforacause.org to read more about us, our upcoming events, and to donate 
Follow our Facebook page: Colors for a Cause~ Louisiana for updates on events!  
STATISTICS AND FACTS as of January 2022: 

• Colors for a Cause is a nonprofit 501c3 charity organization who assists children, adults, and their families who are battling 
cancer in the state of Louisiana.  

• Colors for a Cause was founded in 2011 by our founder, Brennan Wade Daigle.  
• Colors for a Cause also has a Colors for a Cause~ Rhode Island! They service the state of Rhode Island and began their fight 

against childhood cancer in April of 2012. One year and one day after Colors for a Cause~ Louisiana was originally founded.  
• Colors for a Cause currently assists 197 kids in the state of Louisiana.  
• Colors for a Cause currently assists 195 adults in the State of Louisiana.  
• Colors for a Cause has serviced 34 children and 56 adults who have lost their battle to cancer statewide, and we refer to them 

as CFAC Angels, their families are called our Angel Families. We still assist some of these families through Brennan’s 
Blessings. 

• Brennan’s Blessing is an affiliate organization that was founded and run by our President, Kay Sonnier, in honor of Colors 
for a Cause Founder, Brennan Daigle. Their goal is to assist current and angel CFAC families first, then others in the 
Louisiana area who are needing a blessing, with food, toys, and other items on all major holidays and throughout the year as 
needed.  

• Colors for a Cause has assisted in a total of $483,783 since forming in 2011.  
• pageant facebook page: Louisiana Colors for a Cause Pageant.  
• CFAC official facebook page: Colors for a Cause~ Louisiana Chapter 
• official website: www.colorsforacause.org  
• CFAC- acronym for Colors for a Cause 



  
 

3rd Annual Louisiana Colors for a Cause 
Pageant	 

Sat. August 20th, 2022 
 

$65.00 Entry Fee (includes photogenic) ~ $5.00 Admission  
 

Proceeds go to Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana Family Assistance & Cancer Awareness Programs 
 
Highest donation received will be crowned as Ambassador & will receive a Queen or King 
crown with monogrammed banner. SPONSORSHIP FORM AND DONATIONS MUST BE TURNED 
IN AT REGISTRATION IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE AMBASSADOR TITLE! ALL 
SPONSORS LISTED BELOW WILL BE ACKNOWLEDGED AND NAMED DURING THE PAGEANT 
PROGRAM 

   
SPONSOR NAME SPONSOR PHONE # SPONSOR AMOUNT    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   
• EIN (Tax ID#): 45-1934725  Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana 

• All donations are tax deductible  
• Please bring this form day of pageant to the donation table and turn in with any donations you have collected.  



 
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA FORM  
 
Name: ______________________________ 
 
Phone Number:_____________________ 
 
Snapchat: _______________________________________________ 
 
Facebook: _______________________________________________ 
 
Instagram: _______________________________________________ 
 
Twitter:_______________________________________________ __ 
 
Tik Tok: ________________________________________________ 
 
Any other social media not listed above: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Deb Miss- Ms. divisions will be required to list all of their social media platforms that they may have and 
accept a friend request from me, Alyx Jarrell, to be reviewed prior to the pageant. This is to ensure all social 
media is “clean” from profanity, rude posts or comments. Comments or posts that suggest bullying in any way, 
inappropriate photos or posts, etc. This includes Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, TikTok, etc. We are 
looking for good role models, and as a non-profit based around children, we ask that you maintain a healthy and 
clean social media. If Colors for a Cause Royalty breaks this rule at any time during her reign, she must forfeit 
her title and all prizes upon the discretion of the board of directors and this will be reviewed on a case by case 
basis should an incident occur.  
 I also acknowledge that, if crowned King/Queen, I will be a representative of the CFAC-LA organization 

and Miss Louisiana Colors for a Cause and agree to represent this title, and if at any time my behavior 
and/or appearance is unbecoming to my title I will be required to relinquish the title, crown and banner 

to the director in the condition I received it. I have read ALL of the rules, regulations and general 
information and the information on this entry form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. This 

is not a fully contracted title. 
 

Contestant signature:____________________________________  Date: ______________ 
 
Guardian signature (18 and below):_____________________________________ Date:_______________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SILENT AUCTION  
Each contestant will be REQUIRED to bring an item of their choosing to their registration time to be used in a silent 
auction that will be held during the pageant.  This item can be ANY item big or small; gift baskets, boutique items, 
kitchen gadgets, electronics, toys, etc. your item can be whatever you like and any price point that works for you. The 
silent auction items will be available to the audience for bidding during the start of the pageant, and will end right 
before crowning. The final total bid amount your item goes for will then be ADDED to your dollar amount total that you 
turned in for ambassador donations. Ambassador donations are still due at registration time, whatever the final total of 
the auction item that is yours will then be added to that total you turned in during registration. This portion of the 
pageant has NO bearing on your competition scores for queen or king of your division.  
 
The silent auction item gives you a unique opportunity to get more donations from the audience the day of the pageant 
to go towards your chance and totals of winning the ambassador title! So your item choice is up to you, think of 
something you think others would love to bid on, at the end of it all this could help you add the extra money to WIN 
ambassador!  
 
Two Ambassador titles will be crowned, one for the baby-little divisions including king and queen divisions, and one 
for the Deb-Ms. divisions.  This means that the auction items and totals from the baby- little divisions will be collected 
at their registration time (8:00-9:00) displayed immediately, and picked up and totaled before their crowning time 
that morning and added in at that time to determine the highest amount totaled to determine the first ambassador 
winner of the day announced at time of crowning! Deb miss- Ms. Divisions items will be collected at their registration 
time, (12:00-1:00) displayed during their pageant, and picked up and totaled before their crowning time that evening 
and added in at that time to determine the highest amount totaled to determine the second ambassador winner of 
the day announced at time of their crowning!  
 
ULTIMATE GRAND PRIZE FOR AMBASSADOR!! The TOP winner with the highest amount of donations out of the 
two ambassadors, (morning winner, and the evening winner) will win a 1 NIGHT STAY AT LAUBERGE HOTEL AND 
CASINO, and a $50 food and beverage credit!!!!!! What does this mean? That means you definitely want to get as many 
donations beforehand as you can to turn in at registration time and pick an auction item that you think people will want to 
bid on (and invite all of your friends and family to come watch you and encourage them to bid on your item) in order to 
maximize your chances at winning this top prize!! Remember all donations are tax deductible and all go to local families 
batting cancer so this is a great cause with a sweet benefit for you!  
 
Be sure to check out the “sponsor packet 2022” below! We have created a sponsorship guide to help you navigate gaining 
sponsors. If you click the “sponsor packet 2022” it has some great information in there to motivate businesses, family and 
friends to donate and gain advertising benefits from our pageant. Please note if you have a sponsor that is utilizing the 
program benefits their information and donation information MUST be turned in and emailed to our pageant email BY 
AUGUST 5TH in order to be included in the benefits as we will need time to add their information in our pageant 
program and website! Any amount can be donated to you, and you DO NOT have to utilize this guide or benefits for your 
donors but they are available to help you and us if you choose! If you have any questions please call me, 3373960339. 
 
 
EXAMPLE scenario: Alyx is a contestant for the pageant. Alyx had her friends, family, and local businesses donate money for her 
chance to win the ambassador title. Alyx collects $100 from them. The day of the pageant Alyx goes to the registration table at her 
registration time for her age group, and turns in her $100 donation for ambassador. She also turns in a pair of earrings to be used for 
her silent auction item. silent auction item (earrings) is then displayed during the pageant and someone bids $40 on them. Before 
crowning, the MC calls a 5 minute time limit before auction items close, and then the auction closes out. Biddings are picked up by 
pageant staff and the $40 her earrings auctioned for is collected, and added to her $100 donation she turned in at registration time 
that she collected from family and friends and gives her a grand total of $140 in donations to go towards her chance at winning the 
ambassador title. Her earrings go to the highest (last) bid on the silent auction sheet at the time it is picked up.  
 
 
 
 



 

        Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana  

Phone: 337-317-1455 
Email: colorsforacause.la@gmail.com Web Site: www.colorsforacause.org EIN: 45-1934725  

Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana, an approved non-profit 501c3 charity organization, was founded in 2011 as a 
way to honor 10-year-old Brennan Daigle from Westlake, Louisiana whose battle with cancer created an army 
of supporters worldwide. Our organization helps Louisiana families who have children battling cancer by 
providing financial assistance for mortgage/rent, utilities, travel expenses for medical treatment, and we also 
conduct a Christmas Outreach program to help provide these families with funds and/or gifts for the children of 
the family.  

Since forming the non-profit in 2011, we have been honored to provide over $480,000.00 in assistance to 
Louisiana families who are fighting cancer. Many of these cancer fighters are located right here in Southwest 
Louisiana. We currently are assisting numerous children and their families from Calcasieu, Beauregard, 
Vernon, Allen, Cameron, Jeff Davis Parishes who are bravely fighting this disease. This is made possible by 
donations that are made to our organization by citizens, churches, school, and youth-oriented organizations and 
by businesses/corporations.  

We also have project vehicles that we use as “rolling billboards” to honor our little cancer warriors. Our 
vehicles are dedicated to cancer victims and are used to support fundraisers for cancer research, individual 
cancer patients, family support of cancer patients, and to draw awareness of the need for more research, funding 
and to increase awareness about all forms of cancer. By utilizing the retired vehicles once used by our country's 
Fire, Police, Military, and EMS personnel, we hope to remind people that even heroes have heroes. Our heroes 
are the people that fight hard every day against cancer. They fight a battle that is long and hard and not fought 
fairly by their enemy. Our cancer fighting heroes are winning that battle, and we're there to help them to win it, 
any way we can.  

The spirit and strength of our founder, Brennan Daigle, lives on in everything we do, every project we 
complete, and every challenge we undertake. Brennan's legacy will live on through Colors for a Cause ~ 
Louisiana as we strive to increase awareness of the need for more research, funding, and knowledge about all 
forms of cancer affecting our communities.  

Thank you for your interest in us and our unwavering commitment to do whatever we can, wherever we can, for 
as many children as we can.  

Kay Sonnier, President 
Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana  

Philippians 4:13 “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me”  



3rd	ANNUAL	LOUISIANA	COLORS	FOR	A	
CAUSE	PAGEANT 

August 20, 2022 

Ragley Event Center 7221 La-12 Ragley, La 70659 

SPONSOR LEVELS  

Platinum: $500.00  

Acknowledgements in pageant program, on our Facebook page and our website, 
recognition throughout the event, also your logo will in each participant goodie 
bag. A shout-out from our 2022 queens that will be shared on our Facebook and 
our queens Facebook pages.  

Gold: $100.00  

Acknowledgement in pageant program, acknowledgement on Facebook and our 
website.  

Silver: $50.00  

Acknowledgement in pageant program  

DEADLINE FOR SPONSORSHIP in order to utilize benefits above is  
is August 5, 2022  

Colors for a Cause ~ Louisiana is an IRS registered, approved non-profit 501c3 charity. 
Donations made to our organization are tax deductible. 
EIN: 45-1934725  

 



 

 

Sponsor Information  
(CFAC-LA Copy)  

Sponsor / Business Name: 
________________________________________________________________  

Contact Person: __________________________________________________ 
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
Phone: __________________________ Fax: ___________________________ 
Email: __________________________________________________________  

Date: ___________________ Sponsorship Level: Platinum Gold Silver (other 
amount donated) $__________  

By signing below, our company / corporation consents to promotional advertising of our 
company by Colors for a Cause- Louisiana Chapter in reference to Louisiana Color for a 
Cause Pageant to be held August 20th, 2022.  

________________________________________________________  

Signature of Manager or Owner of Company / Corporation  

CFAC-LA Copy  

(Bring this copy back with the sponsor $$. Leave the rest of the packet with the sponsor. Receipt will be 
mailed to sponsor after their sponsor money is turned in)  

PLEASE EMAIL THIS TO lacolorsforacausepageant@gmail.com by AUGUST 5TH in order to receive benefits listed 
on the sponsorship.  

Thank you for supporting Colors for a Cause - Louisiana  

Colors for a Cause – Louisiana 
is a registered 501c3 non-profit organization  

EIN #: 45-1934725  

P.O. Box 1211 ~ DeQuincy, LA 70633 Phone: 337-317-1455  


